Portfolio

Framework for project-based businesses

Wholistic approach to managing your project supply chain. Capture project information as early
as possible, manage the project evolution from approval to in progress and eventually completed
and an asset placed in service.

The Problem
Why Apogos
Project based businesses struggle to unify their data and processes.
They have numerous systems, processes that span multiple
applications, different departmental perspectives and involvement
at different stages, competition over who owns it and what software
should be used. And lots of gaps filled with spreadsheets,
SharePoint and you name it. The result is fragmentation that makes
it hard to see the whole picture and streamline your organization.

• Quick Project Capture
• Templatized Project Setup
• Seamless integration to

Office, Outlook & Teams

• Market Specific Solution
Layers

The Solution

• Capital Planning
• Pursuit Management

• Easy to add Apogos
modules

Put in a framework that organizes and controls this fragmented
constellation of systems. With the Apogos Portfolio framework you
define your project delivery supply chain and it creates a unifying
layer that consolidates the overall business process. As a result, it
is much easier to correlate data between systems, much easier to
use AI, much easier to improve processes. And it gives you the
overall visibility you need to make data driven decisions. The
Portfolio is the lynch pin to digitally transform your project-based
business.

• Forecasting
• Financial Management
• Production Management

• Limitless Extensibility
• Out of the Box Analytics

How Does it Work
Apogos is a Solution that is installed on Power Apps. Power Apps
is part of Microsoft Office and their Power Platform. Microsoft
provides the Platform and Apogos Provides the Business Logic.
This approach is the most efficient, powerful and comprehensive
way to automate your project delivery. It installs in minutes, is cost
effective and future proof. Users simply use their current
username and password and everything works with Outlook,
Teams etc.,

The Bigger Picture
Apogos can be used out of the box, but it is designed for flexibility and extensibility. Customers
optimize their project delivery by configuring the solution to their exact needs. It is Power Platform
native and automatically works with Power BI, Power Automate and Power Platform based
Dynamics products. It is part of Office 365 and fully integrated into Outlook, Teams etc.,

The data is in your tenant of Office 365. Leverage tools like Power BI, AI and Power Automate to
gain insights and create automations without needing professional developers. Out of box data
connections and tools consolidates your data. There is no limit to how far you can go.

How to Get Started
Find out quickly if Apogos is right for you. Free trials, quick installation and an Agile Proof of
Concept will help you determine if Apogos is the right fit.
Our proof of concept approach is simple:

Email: info@apogos.com
Phone: (833)-427-6467

www.apogos.com

